Holt aims for housing renovation

Bolton on Cape

The improvement of Quad housing will be the priority for the new student government, according to President-elect Mark Daugherty. "I think the main thing, in terms of a priority, is to get the Quad addressed," he said. "Getting the Attic Student Housing Committee on the issues, we're committed to capital improvements."

Daugherty said that the Quad has made a great deal of progress in recent years. "We have made significant improvements in Quad housing," he said. "The Attic Student Housing Committee is focusing on issues, such as the need for more student spaces in the Quad."

Financial aid may improve

David Perdue

The Board of Trustees announced March 14 that it would continue to fund tuition on a per credit hour basis. "This decision is based on budget considerations," Perdue said. "We believe it is in the best interest of our students, and we are committed to ensuring that all students have access to a quality education."

In a separate action, the Board of Trustees also approved a new policy on student loans. "This policy will provide additional support for students who need financial assistance," Perdue said. "We are committed to ensuring that all students have the opportunity to pursue their education.

Califano addresses issues

Health, education, smoking, desegregation
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Watchdog?

The newly renovated Quad at the Quad holds the key to stop this dog from barking. The letter is about a dog.

Califano: The new regulations will improve the overall quality of life for all students at Wake Forest University. "The current regulations did not take into account the needs of individual students," Califano said. "We believe that our new regulations will allow students to live the way they want to live."

Health

The Board of Trustees approved a new policy on health insurance for students. "This policy will provide additional support for students who need health care," Califano said. "We are committed to ensuring that all students have access to quality health care.

Education

The Board of Trustees approved a new policy on student loans. "This policy will provide additional support for students who need financial assistance," Califano said. "We are committed to ensuring that all students have the opportunity to pursue their education.

Smoking

The Board of Trustees approved a new policy on smoking. "This policy will provide additional support for students who need to quit smoking," Califano said. "We are committed to ensuring that all students have access to a healthy environment.

Desegregation

The Board of Trustees approved a new policy on desegregation. "This policy will provide additional support for students who need to be accepted into the university," Califano said. "We are committed to ensuring that all students have the opportunity to pursue their education.

Speakers to analyze Constitution, welfare

Tocqueville scholars to discuss U.S. policy
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Tocqueville scholars were among the speakers addressing two public policy issues in the National Tocqueville Forum. The forum was held on March 14 and 15, and was hosted by the Wake Forest University political science department.

The forum, which is part of the National Tocqueville Forum, was held in conjunction with the Tocqueville Symposium, which is held every two years. The symposium is sponsored by the National Tocqueville Forum.

The forum's theme was "Tocqueville and the American Political Experiment: Past and Present." The forum was held at Wake Forest University, and was attended by over 200 scholars and practitioners.

The forum's keynote speakers were John K. Ferree, the director of the National Tocqueville Forum, and Edward K. Whitman, the director of the Wake Forest University political science department.

The forum's other speakers were David Perdue, the president of Wake Forest University, and Mark Daugherty, the president-elect of Wake Forest University.

The forum's program included two panels. The first panel was on "Tocqueville and the American Political Experiment: Past and Present," and was moderated by John K. Ferree. The second panel was on "Tocqueville and the American Political Experiment: Future Perspectives," and was moderated by Edward K. Whitman.

The forum's keynote speakers discussed the legacy of Tocqueville, and the relevance of his work to contemporary political issues. The keynote speakers also discussed the importance of Tocqueville's work in shaping American political thought.

The forum's other speakers discussed the impact of Tocqueville's work on contemporary political issues. The speakers discussed the relevance of Tocqueville's work to contemporary political issues, and the importance of Tocqueville's work in shaping American political thought.
Students debate trade barriers
Laura Walter

A resolution declaring a need for the increase in trade barriers on Japanese goods was debated between Japanese and Wake Forest debating teams March 28 in a remote retaining the services of international public forum that a competitive debate.

Debating on the affirmative were Juniors Akio Naito and Kazou Matsuyama and WF freshmen Dan Purdy and Burton Burton. The negative present the Americans as emotional and impractical while the Japanese presented a need for trade barriers.

Purdy and Burton were both impressive debaters according to professsor of political science and director of the Center for Psychological Services Barry King who sponsored the debate and several others the students joined.

Debating in English was certainly challenging for the Japanese because of the incapability of the Japanese logic to adapt to English. Burton and Purdy were both impressive debaters.
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Secretaries enjoy their work

Collette Davis

Some of Wake Forest's most ardent supporters never teach or research in class. Instead, they spend their time making appointments and performing the many other duties required of a WF secretary. Although businesses offer more lucrative positions, the secretaries said they preferred working at the university. "It's a lot more fun," secretary in the office of the President Shirley Anderson said. "Physical product of the work."

After serving as a secretary in the WF history department for four years, English department secretary Mildred Garris explained that she needed the extra money. "But after trying to be a couple of years I decided that building was not for me. I wanted to get back to education.

Garris has worked in the English department seven and a half years and prefers this job over any other. She summed up the pleasure of her job as one of the most enjoyable experiences she has ever had.

"I really enjoy being in the center of things. I enjoy seeing and meeting so many people. It's very exciting. The people criticize you and are interesting to talk to. I love it," she said.

"One of the most exciting things to see is the Wake Forest atmosphere, the quality of the teaching, the students, the university," she said.

"I really enjoy being a part-time secretary," she said. "That is one reason why I love it."

"That's beautiful. I like that," she said.

Secretary Veach is the first secretary here. She has been here in the English department for two years. She said she was a writer and a poet. She enjoys meeting so many people and working in this university setting.

"It's very special," she said. "I enjoy meeting people and working with them."

"I really love this," she said.

"I really appreciate this job," she said.
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Free the Quad

President James R. Johnson addressed students concerning campus activities before he had the chance to meet with the student government. While resignation was not discussed, the Committee renewed its protest against the administrative caprice of the parking policy. For the sake of student's freedom and happiness, parking should be temporarily suspended. The car is an unnecessary expense and causes traffic problems, yet the administration seems to be more interested in making money than in helping the students. A safer, more enjoyable campus can be achieved by eliminating the cars.

For the benefit of the student body, the car should not be allowed. Students should be encouraged to ride bicycles or walk to their destinations instead of using cars. The administration should also consider providing more parking spaces for bicycles. This will benefit both students and the environment, as well as save money for the university.

Another column on social policy

You're one and you're gone. For the benefit of the student body, the car should not be allowed. Students should be encouraged to ride bicycles or walk to their destinations instead of using cars. The administration should also consider providing more parking spaces for bicycles. This will benefit both students and the environment, as well as save money for the university.
There’s alot more than pizza at SAMPERS

- 20 Varieties of Submarine Sand.
- 4 Homemade Soups
- 4 Homemade Desserts
- Choose with 2 sides of muffins
- Burgers, bagels, salads & fries

Try something different this week at SAMPERS

30th & Cherry 724-2600 Checks Accepted

COLLEGE BEVERAGE
722-0331
SERVING WAKE FOREST SINCE 1969
102 Redford St. (bycrawls Mover Shipping Area)
ALL YOUR FAVORITE PARTY BEVERAGES

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Jelly Bean Contest
GUESS THE AMOUNT AND WIN

1st Prize: Wake Forest Director’s Chalet and Jelly Beans. Correct total of nearest of all Jelly Beans
2nd Prize: 1 Copy of the No. 1, 1 Bellider North, South. By John James. Correct total of nearest of all Jelly Beans
3rd Prize: Schaefer’s Pizza and Jelly Beans
Correct Total of Nearest of all Jelly Beans

To Enter: Write name, telephone number, and Jelly Beans to Campus Store in the body of your envelope and deposit in box.

On Location: "Watershed" by Stu Dickson
Contests Close April 8th 1982

Wake Forest University Stores
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Counselors Year Round Camp
Immediate openings in North Carolina, Florida, Vermont, and Rhode Island. Career opportunities in Baraguzi wilderness camp for girls. Live in 5 days per week with extended canoe, backpack, and raft trips. Benefit package includes life insurance, hospitalization, certified training program, advancement . Representatives will be on campus March 31. CONTACT: RECRUITMENT OFFICE
FOR INFORMATION Jack and Ruth Eckerd Foundation
2125 Highway 70, New Port Richey, FL 34652
Equal Opp. Employer

Biscuitville
WILL WE ROLL OUT THE FRESHTEST, FASTEST.
2420 Clemmons-Clemmons Rd., Clemmons 726-7766
2020 Old Creek Road. Winston-Salem 727-0334
2416 Cherry St. Winston Salem 726-4883

For any phone in order of 15 biscuits or more, we will give you a free brownie of your choice.
Great Start for the Family
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Golfers off to quick start

Mark Brown

The Wake Forest men's golf team opened the season in New Mexico. Coach Elam's squad was quick to understand the game as a serious contender for an NCAA bid. Hitting in Albuquerque, New Mexico, the Deacons placed second in the tournament besting four teams ahead of them just one week ago.

Comparing against a national field that included teams from the top 10 ranked teams in the country, the Deacons finished second to Mexico, 20 strokes behind the University of Oklahoma. "I think we could have won," said Head coach. "We were playing well enough to accomplish that goal."

The tournament's outstanding performances turned in by senior Tom Knox. Knox lost in the final singles match to Tom Gay, won by identical scores of 6-3, 6-3, and gave the Deacons an overall record of 2-1.

The only loss was the Georgia Tech match that was in the final singles match. Kent Cray and Gary Holland each scored 6-4, 6-3 against the Georgia Tech singles and doubles partners.

The Deacons are playing strong tennis with wins in tournaments at all levels and a little disappointed in the final. However, Coach Gary Holland was the team's performance for the match, and he is very pleased with the play of junior Gary Yancey.

The Deacons finished out the season with a loss to nationally ranked teams A&M 4-3 and with win over VPI 6-0, and Georgia Tech. Coach James Leighton's team is a little disappointed with the season, but he is very pleased with the play of senior Gary Yancey.

The Deacons have been playing well this year and have one or two teams that will be considered for the ACC tournament. Leighton and Coach James Leighton. The Deacons have been playing well this year and have one or two teams that will be considered for the ACC tournament.

Netters take five of six

Jeff Sanders

Wake Forest men's tennis team opened the season with a win over Thursday, Feb. 15, 6-2, and gave the Deacons an overall record of 2-1.

The only loss was the Georgia Tech match that was in the final singles match. Kent Cray and Gary Holland each scored 6-4, 6-3 against the Georgia Tech singles and doubles partners.
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Indiana was not completed.
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